[Onscreen] Plug-in to a career in AI

[VO] Joon Seong: Applied intelligence is Accenture’s unique approach to scaling AI, analytics and automation to power every person, in every industry and in every function.

[VO] Joon Seong: We’re creating new possibilities every day. If you can imagine it, we can help achieve it.

From data-powered everything, to new engaging products and immersive experiences, our multidisciplinary teams of data and AI specialists are applying their expertise to create meaningful and measurable impact for our clients.

[VO] Joon Seong: As part of our Applied Intelligence team, you will get to work with a diverse, global team of data and AI experts in different industries and functions to apply the power of AI, Analytics & Automation.

We don’t just help our clients implement AI models or technology. We help them strategise and transform their businesses with data and AI.

[VO] Kerk: For me, it’s all about learning, growing and developing on repeat. There are so many opportunities here for us to learn – from my local and global colleagues, and even from clients across very diverse group of industries. To me, these are some of the best and brightest thinkers in the industry!

[VO] Weiqing: We have a very collaborative culture here in Accenture. There is always someone there to help and share their experiences. I can then share these learnings to my client projects as well. We definitely have a very good and conducive environment for my professional growth!

[VO] Kerk: You will find yourself surrounded by highly-talented individuals, working with a diverse group of clients, and delivering tangible impact to them.

[VO] Weiqing: You will find yourself experimenting with the latest and coolest AI technologies and techniques in the creation zone. This is also where we do our rapid prototyping, AI research and co-creation with our clients.

[VO] Joon Seong: Whether you have skills in machine learning, data science, data architecture and engineering, or enjoy getting insights out of data through storytelling and visualization, we want to hear from you.

If you’re passionate about creating meaningful change with the power of data and AI, join us.

[Onscreen] At the heart of every great change is a great human.

[Onscreen] Come work at the heart of change.
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